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Abstract

Calendar applications do not understand calendar entries. This limitation prevents them
from offering the range of assistance that can be provided by a human personal assistant.
Understanding calendar entries is a difficult problem because it involves integrating many
types of knowledge: commonsense knowledge, about common events and the particular in-
stances in the world, and user knowledge about the individual’s preferences and goals.

In this thesis, I present two models of event understanding: Romulus and Julius.
Romulus addresses the problem of how missing information in a calendar entry can be
filled in by having an event structure, goal knowledge, and past examples. This system
is able to learn by observing the user, and constrains its inductive hypothesis by using
knowledge about common goals specific to the event. Although this model is capable of
representing some tasks, its structural assumptions limit the range of events that it can
represent.

Julius treats event understanding as a plan retrieval problem, and draws from the
COMET plan library of 295 everyday plans to interpret the calendar entry. These plans
are represented as a set of English activity phrases (i.e., “buy a cup of coffee”), and so
the planning problem becomes a natural language understanding problem concerned with
comprehending events. I show two techniques for retrieving plans: the first matches plans
by their generalized predicate-argument structure, and the second retrieves plans by their
goals. Goals are inferred by matching the plans against a database of 662 common goals, by
computing the conceptual similarity between the goals and components of the plan.

Combining the strengths of Romulus and Julius, I create a prototype of a personal
assistant application, EventMinder, that is able to recognize users’ goals in order to
propose relevant alternatives and provide useful recommendations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 An Automated Personal Assistant for Event Manage-

ment

Consider the differences between a personal assistant who has been hired to manage

your schedule and an electronic calendar: A human personal assistant proactively

manages your agenda and offers many types of assistance, whereas modern calendar

software has been designed to passively collect and display your event entries. The

difference is that the human understands the event and the calendar does not. My

goal in this thesis is to build an automated personal assistant that can understand

events in order to provide assistance the way a human personal assistant would.

Calendar software is useful for this goal because it can tell what a user plans to

do at some future times. However, its usefulness is limited because of not including

enough details about those events. For example, “lunch with Jim” does not tell us

who Jim is nor where the event will take place.

What is required to understand events? A personal assistant brings general

Commonsense Knowledge to the situation and understands, for example, that

lunches take place around noon and typically at restaurants, cafeterias and delis.

Also, over time, your assistant learns specific details about your preferences and

habits, i.e., that you prefer restaurants near the office during the week and that

you dislike Mediterranean food. We’ll refer to this additional information as User

Knowledge.
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Many types of assistance can only be achieved by also understanding why the

user is doing a certain task. In fact, as we will see in 2.2.3, goal knowledge can be

used to infer missing values from the user’s event. Here is an incomplete list of ways

in which knowledge of the user’s goals can be used to solve problems (see Appendix

A.2 for others):

Goal-based categorization. Suppose you mentioned that you are having lunch

with your boss but you did not specify the location. The differences between

choosing “restaurants” and not “kitchens” or “offices,” could come from the

User Knowledge about the goals you are currently pursuing.

Prioritizing Plans. There is a conflict between two plans; which one is more im-

portant to you? Again your User Knowledge could help you compare those

goals.

Suggesting Alternative Plans. If your dinner plan falls through, what are some

other similar plans? This also depends on your goals, which in this example

could be satiating hunger, socializing, developing a trusting business relation-

ship, ...

Where would all of this knowledge come from? Most modern calendar programs

have a standardized structure for representing events that is defined by the iCalendar

standard1 and include slots for the Attendees, Location, and Duration of the

events (but no Why2). However, few users would have enough time to include enough

specific additional details! If the calendar is to acquire this information to understand

the plan, it must do so automatically—using both commonsense world knowledge and

examples learned from observing the user.

1.2 A User Scenario

EventMinder runs as a web application. First, the user has the option of entering

a new event or viewing the entire calendar at once. Here is an example interaction

with EventMinder, our prototype of a calendar program that understands events

and its user’s goals:

1 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2445.txt
2 iCalendar does have a field called Priority, which is related to goals.
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A potential client, Chris, is visiting you next week, and you add “dinner

with Chris next Friday at All Asia” to your calendar program.

Figure 1-1: The user adds a new event to the calendar.

EventMinder parses your calendar entry and extracts key components;

for example, it recognizes that Chris fills the slot Attendee and All Asia

fills the DestinationLocation slot:

Figure 1-2: EventMinder has filled in the missing information, including the times, and
matched “All Asia” to the restaurant in its database.

EventMinder fills in missing information about your plan, guessing a starting

time, duration, and where you are leaving from. It presents you with a list of nearby

restaurants. The interface maintains its interactivity, allowing the user to override

the suggestions. Any change will initiate a cascade, changing old values and causing

its dependences to be updated. EventMinder recognizes that dinners take place

at restaurants in order to present relevant locations to you. When the user selects a

location, EventMinder infers their plan level goals for selecting that location.

EventMinder infers your goals for selecting All Asia as a restaurant,

and you filter its possible inferences by selecting your real goals: “to hear

music”, “drink alcohol” and “eat asian food.”
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Figure 1-3: EventMinder infers which goals are relevant based on the properties of the
location you have selected, and allows the user to search for alternatives by specifying goals.

EventMinder finds one location with that matches this unlikely com-

bination of criteria: Kapow, another bar around Boston that plays music

and serves Asian food.

Figure 1-4: The goal-driven query returns a list of qualifying restaurants.

In addition to specifying the goals specific to your current plan (eating dinner),

EventMinder can guess the high-level goals that motivated your decision to have

lunch in the first place. At the top of figure 1-5, the user selects the goals related to

the event, and clicks Search by Goals.
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Figure 1-5: EventMinder shows the possible high level goals behind the plan “dinner with
clients at nice restaurant,” the most similar plan to the “dinner with Chris next Friday at
All Asia” and allows the user to search for alternative plans.

The result is a list of alternative plans related to the goal that the system

has inferred from the plan. The user selects “drinks with client:”

And EventMinder, recognizing that this plan takes place at bars, dis-

plays a list of bars sorted by distance to your inferred origin: The Media

Lab.

17



Figure 1-6: Plans that match the user’s high-level goal descriptions.

Figure 1-7: EventMinder presents the user with a list of local bars.
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1.3 Romulus and Julius: Two approaches to the problem

Before EventMinder could help to provide general assistance to the user, there are

two main problems that it had to solve:

1. Constructing a rich plan representation from the user’s natural language calen-

dar entry;

2. Inferring the goals of the plan.

In chapters 2 and 3, two different approaches manifest in two systems: Romulus

and Julius (two predecessors to modern Gregorian calendars). The main difference

between them is their sources of knowledge; Romulus focuses on user knowledge and

goal knowledge, while Julius focuses on commonsense and goal knowledge. Romu-

lus solves problems related to very specific decisions, like finding out exactly which

restaurant you will go to for lunch, but is limited to a narrow range of plans such

as: dining out, having drinks, seeing concerts, and going to nightclubs. Julius on

the other hand has a large range of possible events and is extensible by not having

fixed assumptions about the plan’s structure. The application EventMinder is a

combination of both of these models.

The first system, Romulus, assumes a generic structure that describes the com-

ponents of an event and how they are related. The fundamental assumption is that

missing values can be inferred from the structure of the event model and completed

examples of past events. The system learns, by observation, the user’s preferences

using inductive learning techniques in order to infer the missing values and learn

goal-based representations of categories. Goals are represented as predicates that

reference specific features of the target concepts; thus background knowledge about

goals is used to constrain the inductive task in accordance with the explanation-based

learning approach. In other words, the “concept learning” task is transformed into

the “goal learning task,” and the user is permitted to explore suggestions by goals

instead of categories. Romulus uses specific knowledge of local restaurants, bars

and nightclubs, and thus was limited to the set of events that involved these types of

locations.

In chapter 3 the second system, Julius, is described. Julius’s plan knowledge

is broader and covers a larger range of common activities. It uses a library of 295

plans represented in English, many of which were collected from volunteers, which
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can be easily extended. This background knowledge is used to infer the goals using a

corpus-based approach in order to suggest alternative plans that cover a much wider-

range of problems. Julius, however, does not have detailed knowledge about specific

locations, so it can not solve the same fine grained problems as Romulus.

In chapter 4, Julius’s technique of inferring goals from this natural language plan

corpus is explained in detail and evaluated, making inroads for some of the problems

using English to represent plans and inferring goals from free text.

Both models are not mutually exclusive. While Romulus excels at learning the

user’s preferences and how they are associated with specific plan level goals, Julius

has knowledge about a larger range of goals. In chapter 5, I discuss how these models

are combined to produce EventMinder, and then draw general conclusions about

this research effort.
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Chapter 2

Romulus

This chapter addresses the problem of underspecification in natural language

calendar entries and provides a solution that draws from linguistics and machine

learning. The problem arises when important details are left out of verbal descriptions

of events. This chapter shows how events can be represented as slot-filler objects that

express the causal structure of the event, and background knowledge is used to infer

missing (unspecified) slot values. This chapter makes an argument for using goals in

category learning.

In the next sections, each of the components of Romulus is explained along with

a more general framing of the problems each component was built to solve. After the

user creates a new calendar entry, such as “lunch with Gina”, the system does the

following:

1. Extracts slot values from the user’s calendar entry (Section 2.1)

2. Uses the slot values to fill in components of a generic event model (Section 2.3)

3. Infers missing values in the event model using examples from user’s event history

(Section 2.4)

Romulus assumes a generic representation of an event and uses both inductive

and deductive inference to fill in missing slot values. The structural assumptions in

Romulus prohibit the model from representing all types of events, and this problem

lead to the more general, case-based approach of Julius (Chapter 3).
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2.1 Extracting details from the user’s calendar entry

The first task is to get as much useful information from the user’s calendar entry as

possible. A user may describe a lunch with a client, Larry, in several ways, varying

the amount of specified detail:

• Lunch

• Lunch with Larry

• Lunch with Larry today at noon

• Lunch with Larry today at MC Squared from 12 to 1

Given the user’s input, the system must extract the components from the calendar

entry and recognize that, for example, “MC Squared” is the Location.

In general, the solution for this problem is semantic role labeling, a procedure

that involves extracting the sentence’s predicates (“have lunch”) and the arguments

for each predicate (e.g., “Larry”, “Today”, “noon”), and describing their interrela-

tions by assigning each a semantic role (Attendee, Date and Time). The specific

labels of the semantic roles come from the underlying lexical-semantic theory, which

is usually a function of the predicate.

Although automated semantic role labeling has been recently made possible by

advances in corpus-based computational linguistics [11] and the availability of seman-

tic role lexicons [15, 20, 14], the labeling process is too computationally expensive for

this application as it would require loading large probability tables into memory at

the start of the application. (Later, in section 3.1, Julius uses semantic role labeling

to preprocess a large batch of data offline.)

Instead, a rule-based technique is used to parse the calendar entry and makes

certain assumptions about the input. It anticipates that the calendar entry begins

with an activity phrase and that the rest of the sentences contains a fixed set of

other possible arguments (including: Attendees, DestinationLocation, Start-

DateTime and EndDateTime), delineated by slot name-specific prepositions (e.g.,

“with”, “from”, “at”). The dates and times are extracted using a remote call to

the “quick add” component of Google’s Calendar API1 that correctly parses a large

variety of date expressions into starting and ending date/times.

1 http://www.google.com/support/calendar/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=36604
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A critic may anticipate that the text from users’ calendar entries will be too

cryptic to be parsed correctly. While this is indeed a real problem, I believe it

will become irrelevant as the capabilities for offering assistance through automation

improve. When the only assistance the calendar provides is a memory aid, an ab-

breviated description is sufficient; however, when the system provides useful services

through understanding the event, the user will likely be inclined elaborate their cal-

endar entries.

2.2 Mapping slot values to components of a generic event

model

Now that the slot values from the user’s event entry have been extracted and labeled,

representing those parts in the event model is trivial. The difficult problem is handling

underspecification, a problem that arises from the fact that people assume shared

knowledge and do not specify it in their communications (see A.3 for a detailed

example).

The missing knowledge must be filled in; however, before doing so we must recog-

nize which knowledge is missing. Missing knowledge is specified by the event model,

which is a slot-filler object that was designed to answer a set of questions about com-

mon events. The event model makes assumptions about the structure of the typical

event, including: what slot names are used, the values they can take on, and how

they are interrelated.

In the rest of this chapter:

• Section 2.2.1 explains the general problem of representing an event or plan

• Section 2.2.2 explains the assumptions about how Romulus represents events

• Section 2.2.3 explains how missing values are filled in using different sources of

knowledge

2.2.1 The problems of representing an event or plan

Suppose you are in some situation S—i.e., you are in downtown Boston around noon

and you have various active goals, such as to satiate hunger, read a Masters’ thesis
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and go back home. In the classical planning tradition, your goals could be represented

as a set of situations S ′ in which each goal has been met (also known as the goal state)

[13]. Accordingly, a valid plan is a sequence of actions that can be taken to change

the situation from S to S ′. Thus the plans you construct will contain a sequence of

actions that you believe will lead to effects that ultimately meet your goals.

“Questions arise from a point of view—from something that helps to struc-

ture what is problematical, what is worth asking, and what constitutes an

answer (or progress). It is not that the view determines reality, only what

we accept from reality and how we structure it. I am realist enough to

believe that in the long run reality gets its own chance to accept or reject

our various views.”—Alan Newell in Artificial Intelligence and the Concept

of Mind (from [24]).

If you have already solved the problem before, the solution is as simple as re-

trieving and reusing the old plan. Because the exact situation never happens twice,

old plans should be generalized before they match new goal and situation states.

Consider the following scenario:

Imagine that you have just learned how to fish and have caught your first catfish

off a pier in Galveston, Texas. Now, you are given a chance to fish for salmon on a

boat off southern Alaska.

How much of the catfish-fishing episode can you transfer to the new situation?

Clearly there is some generalization involved in human problem solving, but this leads

us to specific questions common to case-based reasoning like:

• What components of the plan are fixed and which are not?

• In what other situations is the plan similar enough to be retrieved? Does the

plan still match if you are fishing at night or eating a catfish stew? Can the

“fishing for catfish” script be re-applied in a different situation, like “soliciting

campaign donations” where the assertions differ but some relations remain the

same?

• How are plans re-used so that important differences are not abstracted and

unessential distinctions can be viewed as the same? How do the mechanisms that

transfer catfish→salmon and boat→pier avoid mistakes like bait→captain?

Cognitive scientists have developed the notion of schemas [29], a computationally

androgynous concept that connotes structures of mental events. AI theories have
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lead to representations called frames [24] and scripts [30], which describe sequential

structures that are re-used to solve common problems, by containing slot names which

are filled by specific types of values or other frames and can have default values. For

example, the “eat at restaurant” script would have slot names Restaurant and

Table which would bind the slot names to the specific instances from the current

situation.

When should two problems share the same script and when should they be sepa-

rate plans? There seems to be a key trade-off between the number of schemas/plans/scripts

and the complexity and roles of the slot names. Should the “eat at restaurant” script

be broken into more specific sub-scripts: “eat at fancy restaurant”, “eat a buffet”,

“eat fast food,” or should it be a part of an extremely general script “event” that

contains upper-ontological slot names like Location, Time and Activity?

In other words, at what level of detail should we represent events? To this, we

turn to psychology (the human mind is the best planning software to date) where one

theory [40] posits that people maintain the most general level of description sufficient

for the current tasks at hand ; and, when the model ceases to predict accurately, one

breaks the event/plan representation into a set of smaller units. To concretize this

theory: if two plans/events share the same set of questions in the context of a problem

being solved, then they should belong to the same script.

We have replaced our representational question with one about our system’s

goals: what problems are we trying to solve? With the goal of creating an automated

personal assistant for event management, we can define a fixed set of tasks we would

like to answer related to this problem.

2.2.2 A slot-filler object representation of generic events

In the traditional commonsense reasoning approach [5], the problem of designing a

representation is based around the types of questions the application aims to solve.

When the event pertains to “eating lunch”, the model should answer many of the

questions in figure 2-1.

An alternative to assuming a fixed representation is the incremental approach,

where the model gradually expands from a simple representation to answer new ques-

tions (the way people are capable of doing). With this power comes great responsi-
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Where am I going to eat? Where have I gone in the past in similar situations?
Are there any new restaurants I would like to try? With whom am I going?
What is their relationship to me? Why am I going? When should I leave? From
where should I leave? How far away is it? How long will it take to get there?
Can I take the subway? What will I do afterwards? How long do these events
usually take? Where am I going afterwards? How long will it take to get from
there to the next place, and how should I travel?

Figure 2-1: The fixed set of questions Romulus is designed to answer.

Slot Name Value Type Three Examples
Activity Nominal lunch, lunch, dinner
DestinationLocation Location† Legal Seafood, Home, Stefani’s Pizza
StartingLocation Location† Home, Home, The Media Lab
Distance Real (miles) 0.2, 0.0, 2.4
TravelMethod Nominal foot, foot, bus
TravelTime Real (minutes) 6, 0, 18
StartDateTime DateTime 12:30, 2:00, 18:00

Figure 2-2: Example slot names and values from Romulus’s event representation.
†Location includes both Attribute-Values and Nominals, and for the three example val-
ues, only the attribute ‘Name’ is listed.

bility. There are a large number of ways in which the model can grow, and so the

system would need a reflective mechanism to oversee and direct the plan debugging.

An example of such an architecture is the Emotion Machine [26, 33], where reflective

critics detect general classes of problems [32], such as “missing causal dependencies”

and “invalid knowledge structures” and engage specific learning mechanisms to fix

them.

Limiting Romulus to this set of questions (figure 2-1), a slot-filler object was

built accordingly. Each of these questions can be answered by looking up slot values,

which includes those listed in figure 2-2.

The event model specifies what slot names are used, the values they can take on,

and how they are interrelated. For example, the slot StartingLocation specifies

where you originate, DestinationLocation specifies where you are going, and Dis-

tance specifies the distance between the two locations. The locations are represented

as a set of attribute-value pairs (Name=Denny’s; Latitude=42.365023; Longitude=-

71.096969...) and a set of nominal values to specify their properties (“fastfood, open

late,...”). Distance is represented as a real number. The structure of the event dic-

tates that Distance is function of the latitude and longitude of two locations.
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When specifying the values of the slots, values can be represented as nominal

values (properties), real numbers, date/times, and feature-lists (set of nominal values).

Each data type can take on a certain range of values. Complex values, like Locations

and People, require knowledge of particular instances. For locations, this is achieved

by using a database of restaurants, nightclubs and bars in the Boston area from

Citysearch2, which supplies details about commercial locations.

Although the assumptions that went into building this event model do not extend

to all kinds of events (see 2.3), this model has some merits. In particular, it can fill in

missing values by using a combination of inductive learning techniques and deductive

inference.

2.2.3 Filling in missing slot values

Once the user input has been parsed, the next task is to fill in the missing information

about the event.

Even when the user has specified a slot’s value, that value must be reformulated

or used to retrieve another more detailed representation. For example, when spec-

ifying a Location or Person sub-frame, EventMinder must use the text from the

calendar entry to search for the corresponding object, involving a process of lexical-

semantic mapping. When the calendar entry includes “MC Squared”, this specifies a

corresponding Location object (sub-frame) that must be retrieved from background

knowledge to fill in the DestinationLocation slot. This retrieval process depends

on the slot name (DestinationLocation in this case) in order to find the right

sub-frame for the label (“MC Squared” could be the name of a person—perhaps a

hip-hop musician)3.

What happens when the slot value is missing? For example, when the user forgets

to mention the starting time of a given “lunch”?

Missing values are inferred by looking at previous complete event objects from

the user’s history. Each missing slot value can be presented as an inductive inference

problem: by looking at its dependent slots from the event model and past examples

2 http://boston.citysearch.com
3 The types of semantic labels, in turn, depend on the type of slot-filler object and that is specified by

the predicate (“have lunch”); for Romulus, however, only one type of slot-filler object is available: the
default event model.
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of those values. There are relationships and constraints between the various slots

of the event model, for example, when the DestinationLocation is changed, it

affects the Distance, which may influence the TravelMethod and consequently

the TravelTime.

These influential relationships are roughly related to the temporally successive

progression of events within the event model (i.e., causation or correlation). These

can be represented as directed acyclic graph, where an edge from a → b implies that

a “has some influence upon” b. Knowing one value (type of Location) can help guess

the other (type of attendee).

Dining Dependency Graph

start_location travel_distance_arrive

location

travel_time_depart

travel_method_depart

return_location travel_distance_depart

travel_time_arrive
travel_method_arrive

people

duration

end_time

start_time

Figure 2-3: The dependencies between the slot values of Romulus’s event model. For
example, the category of people “client” would occupy the value of the people node and
would be used to induce the category “fancy restaurants” for the location node.

How do we find missing values? If the event model contains all of the knowledge

dependencies between the instances of knowledge, we can fill in missing values with

enough prior examples of specific dining events (and if it is not complete, we can still

approximate them). We can break the graph into subgraphs where each bipartite

pairing is a separate induction problem. The entire graph can be used to chain

inference problems when values are also missing in their dependencies. The input-

output pairings are typical inputs for machine learning problems: given a series of

input-output pairs, 〈x1...xn, y〉1...i, approximate the function f(〈x〉)→ y. How do we
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learn the function f(〈x〉) → y? That depends on the data type of the values in the

function’s range:

1. If the target node, y, is a real value (e.g., distance, duration, speed), use

regression to approximate its value.

2. If the target node is a nominal value (e.g., method-of-travel), use classifica-

tion to guess its value.

3. If the target node is a set of nominal values (e.g., location, people), infer

possible goals from the category descriptions to suggest alternatives.

Instance-based learning techniques are used for regression and classification, where

the value (the function’s output) is approximated by looking at the nearest neighbors

from previous examples of the function’s inputs. Learning locations or people presents

a more challenging problem, because they can be represented at different abstraction

levels. For example, at what description level would you want for your lunch restau-

rant recommendations: “a restaurant”, “a Mexican restaurant” or “Anna’s Taque-

ria”? I assume the intermediate level descriptions would be most useful to the user,

and that categories should be learned instead of particular instances. How do we

move from a set of example instances to a category?

Conceptual clustering: A Näıve Approach

In this model, the target locations (restaurants, bars, nightclubs, and other places

specified by the user), are all represented as nominals: a set of attributes. Our goal is

to learn a concept description that describes the types of locations that the user may

want to visit. This requires the ability to generalize several instances into a category

that extends to cover more instances that were not in the examples.

Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique for grouping example obser-

vations into a smaller number of groups. (If the category labels are available at the

beginning of the task, the learning process is instead a classification task, where the

goal is to approximate a function that places instances into predefined categories).

A common approach to clustering is to treat each item’s attributes as dimensions

and the items themselves as points in a multi-dimensional object description space,

and then use an inter-object similarity metric, such as Euclidean distance, to uncover
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boundaries between group regions. A problem with most similarity metrics is that

the descriptions of the clusters are lost in the process, and are left to be retrieved by

a post-clustering process or human, whose task is to ascribe meaning to the groups

that the clustering process has accumulated. Without any description, the system

cannot reflect and communicate about the groups it has learned, and must resort to

examples or prototypes to communicate or assimilate new knowledge.

There is an approach to clustering called concept learning that aims to group

items into categories while also maintaining a description of the resulting categories

[23]. A category with a description is referred to by this community as a concept.

This is a requirement of our approach, because we want to be able to search for

alternative records using declarative statements (e.g., queries in SQL) that describe

the presence or absence of attributes.

In Romulus, suppose you have observations of the last 20 places the user went for

lunch. Our concept learning task it to induce a set of categories (types of restaurants)

that partitions a set of discrete observations (examples of past restaurants).

To put each location on equal footing, the set of nominal values from each location

is transformed into a binary feature vector 〈{0, 1}n〉 that has a length n, the number of

unique nominal values in the data set, and where a value of 1 denotes the presence of

the attribute and 0 its absence. The concept learning task is to generate a description

of general categories to group the examples into. Valid descriptions are {0, 1, ?}n,

where ? matches both 1 and 0. The extension of {?}n includes all of the locations in

the data set.

To solve a clustering problem, one must first define how many clusters are needed

(or the similarity threshold at which to stop clustering). Alternatively, one could use

a hierarchical clustering technique to produce clusters at all levels of detail, resulting

in a dendrogram. This is appropriate for our problem, because the attributes of our

locations are also described at varying abstractions. Ideally, we want our concept

learning process to produce descriptions like this:

Locations

Bars

Pool hallsSports bars

Restaurants

Expensive and FancyCheap, Fast and Nearby
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Unfortunately, there were many problems with this approach that make it infea-

sible with only a few examples. Instead of learning a “Cheap and Fast” category, we

would get a description like:

Cheap ∧ Visa ∧ Discover ∧ Delivery ∧ KidFriendly ∧ (Italian ∨ Sushi)

This description draws from many irrelevant features, and would cause the Event-

Minder to overlook relevant locations in its recommendation (i.e., by only showing

restaurants that accepted Discover cards).

To address this issue, one could näıvely ignore all features that have low infor-

mation content, a property typically defined by the inverse of the times that feature

appeared in the data set. This would introduce real-values to our cluster descriptions,

which violates the aforementioned commitment to preserving a binary feature vector

as the concept description.

Before we risk perverting this data further, we should consider the deeper prob-

lem. The problem is that of feature selection: in some circumstances the features

may be relevant to the category, while in others they are not. If you were planning

a romantic dinner, you would not want to be recommended a restaurant on the ba-

sis of the fact that they accept a certain credit card. In another situation, such as

taking clients out to dinner, that same credit card feature may be salient because

you are charging the bill on your company’s card. The problem of selecting the ap-

propriate features changes depends on the active goals of the user and details of the

situation.

In other words, just like the adjectives “nearby” and “heavy,” which are always

relative to something else4, features of categories should be described relationally

because they are only relevant in certain contexts. In the context of “finding a chair,”

changing the goal from “finding a place to sit” to “finding something to stand on to

reach the lightbulb” results in different properties being relevant. This notion has

appeared in cognitive science research that studies how people learn categories [22, 28].

4 Revision: What I mean here is that while these adjectives are considered properties of a single object, they
implicitly are related to other items—perhaps prototypes of their originating categories. For example, a
Truck may have the property Large, but this is distinguishing it among members of other vehicles, not
all known items, all fuel-consuming entities, etc. [Added 3/2008, DS]
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In a recent shift between methodological paradigms, some researchers have advocated

abandoning “categories in a vacuum” tasks, which entail classifying and clustering

arbitrary items into groups. Listen to Eleanor Rosch, the founder of prototype theory,

comment on this problem [28]:

“No matter how abstract and universal a concept may appear to be, that

concept actually occurs only in specific, concrete situations. Real situations

are information rich complete events... Context effects tend to be studied

in psychological research only as negative factors, artifacts that invalidate

somebody’s experiment or theory. But it may be that contexts or situations

are the unit that categorization research really needs to study.”—Eleanor

Rosch, 1999

In order to suggest relevant features, it helps to know the user’s goals. Users

cannot be treated as static profiles, because their intentions (the goals they are ac-

tively pursuing) change frequently. This problem will arise in rich domains like event

modeling where a number of different goals are involved.

Explanation-based category learning with goal knowledge

One step towards relational-features involves learning the goals for selecting the prop-

erties rather than the sets of features (categories) themselves. This way, categories

can be dynamically constructed by the user selecting goals, which combine sets of

properties to produce category descriptions.

A similar idea was proposed in [37] by Stepp and Michalski who suggested that

goals could be used to constrain the feature selection in clustering. In order to do so,

we need to consider the relationship between properties and goals. To achieve this,

we create a mapping from goals to logical combinations of properties, such as:

Be healthy → Seafood ∨ Vegetarian ∨ Health food

Avoid eating meat→ Vegetarian ∨ ¬ Meat

And additional background knowledge specifying the inheritance structures:
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IsA(Sushi, Seafood)

IsA(Seafood, Meat)

This way we could infer the user’s goals from specific restaurants they have

visited. Constraints between goals can be used to reduce the hypothesis space in

inductive learning. For example, if the user visits both a sushi restaurant and a

vegetarian restaurant, the system could deduce that their goal is to Be healthy, not

Avoid eating meat. This would allow the system to suggest other healthy restau-

rants, including those that serve meat.

This approach would be classified as explanation-based learning [7], a genre of

machine learning where the hypothesis space of the inductive task is constrained

to concepts that can be deduced from some domain theory of background knowl-

edge.

2.3 Application: A Mixed-Initiative User Interface

Returning to the interface of EventMinder, the user is able to see and change the

values inferred by Romulus and, in the case of categories, view example instances

that match the description (see 1.2 for an example). The user is always allowed

to override the system’s suggestions—consistent with the principles behind mixed-

initiative interfaces [12], where the assumptions that guide the system’s automation

are second to the user’s input.

While in debugging mode, the reasons behind the inferred missing slot values can

be observed by clicking on a magnifying glass icon next to each form field. This will

show how the details behind how the system has made its inductive inference.

2.3.1 Related Work in User Interfaces

Many calendar-based personal assistants have been proposed but few have addressed

the full complexity of the issue. The best of these approaches are able to learn by

observing the user’s calendar entries [27], but still do not comprehend the user’s goals
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Figure 2-4: The TravelMethod of the current event, in blue, is predicted from past
examples (the columns to the right of the blue column), to infer the relationship between
inputs (rows in red) and the current node (gray). The current node has influence upon
TravelTime, so that row is also displayed (orange).

or provide knowledge of particular instances, such as nearby locations. In addition,

these learning personal assistants typically rely depend on a fixed model of the event,

as Romulus did, and thus cannot change their behavior and assistance to the specific

task.

EventMinder contributes the ability to browse by goals instead of categories,

a feature which bolsters the learning process (see section 2.2.3) and has been found

to be preferred by users. In a study comparing a goal-based interface for browsing

television programs with a traditional history-based recommendation system [31],

viewers preferred the goal-based system, especially when they could browse by goals

explicitly (TV shows were presented and categorized by goal). Although this program

proved useful at matching users with their goals, there was a larger learning curve

over the preference based system, presumably (the experimenters speculated) because

it forced people to articulate their goals.
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2.4 Assessing Romulus

In this section, I describe the contributions and problems of Romulus. I use Wood’s

useful distinction between structural and assertional knowledge [39] to describe two

categories of problems in Romulus. These terms were used to develop a distinc-

tion between the internal semantics of a knowledge representation structure (struc-

tural) and the particular claims that knowledge was asserting about the world (asser-

tional). For example, with this distinction, the two assertions Kissed(John,Mary)

and Action(Kiss, John, Mary) are recognized as equivalent assertions but different

structures.

2.4.1 Structural Limitations

One main problem with this model is that its commitment to a single, albeit general,

plan limited its applicability to all of the kinds of events a person would typically

describe in their calendar. Different kinds of plans implicate different problems and

questions, and there does not exist one fixed set of questions for planning tasks.

As proposed earlier, two events should share the same plan if they involve the

same set of questions. A problem with Romulus is that assumptions were made

about a typical event’s structure and which problems related to all events were im-

portant to solve. It did not work for all types of plans: “Walk the dog” involves

motion but no set destination; “take a vacation” extends many days and contains

many sub-events; and “pay electric bill” does not involve a location.

2.4.2 Assertional Limitations

A lot of the capabilities of the system came from its ability to learn the user’s pref-

erences. The system met the user halfway by providing an exhaustive list of example

values for locations (assuming their task involved restaurants, bars, or nightclubs)

from which to choose, supplying a data point for learning the goals by observation to

suggest alternative goal-based categories.

There are pros and cons associated with learning the user’s preferences. The

main advantage is that the system is flexible and not committed to the assumptions
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in the background knowledge. If the user wants to eat lunch at 4:00PM every day,

the system would detect and accommodate this behavior. Or, if the user had a new

type of event that the system did not know of, it would learn this new class of events.

The downside is that the system is slow to accumulate this knowledge and requires

several training examples to produce the appropriate inferences.

With enough examples the learning algorithm should be able to predict useful slot

values; but, this is not feasible from the standpoint of the event planning application.

A large range of events implies a number of learning values, and users may be annoyed

with an interface that has to learn slowly from repeated actions.

Several measures can be taken to speed up the learning process; for example, by

using background knowledge (such as goals, as presented earlier) we can constrain the

hypothesis space, and limit the relevant features. In the same fashion, knowledge from

other components of the event could be used to reduce the number of features. For

example, if you are not bringing children along with you to the event, then it does

not matter whether the DestinationLocation is children-friendly or not. The

additional user interaction of active learning [3] can be used to suggest possible

”near miss” examples [38] to the user (those near the generalization boundaries) in

order to expedite the learning process.

Amassing the appropriate knowledge for this representation is difficult. While

slot values were learned from instances (e.g., of particular people, restaurants, tennis

courts, etc), I faced a knowledge acquisition bottleneck while obtaining a suitable

selection of instance knowledge, and their corresponding goals. This was exacerbated

by the fact that the system ambitiously sought to be relevant while encompassing a

wide range of events.

I was unable to derive this goal knowledge automatically from the OpenMind

Commonsense (OMCS) corpus [35]. The knowledge I desired would map specific

slot values, such as “sushi restaurants,” to goals, such as “eat healthy.” This is the

type of knowledge OMCS typically harbors, but the restaurant category-goal domain

was so focused and specific that it could not be found in its 700,000 statements. I

suspect this would be remedied with increased contributions.
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Chapter 3

Julius

“Experience is the teacher of all things.” —Julius Caesar

While Romulus tried to put too much into a single representation, Julius con-

structs its representation out of a case-library of pre-existing plans. This way it is

more flexible, accommodating a variety of plans and outcomes.

The Julius model presents a new look at planning, where plans are represented

in English, and events are denoted by predicate argument structure. Unifying these

complementary perspectives on the same problem provides a solution for knowledge

acquisition and representing events (with lexical-semantic structure). In this chapter,

I address the specific issue of plan retrieval and show two techniques for retrieving

appropriate plan from a library of 295 plans: 1), the first matches plans by their

generalized predicate-argument structure; and, 2) the second retrieves plans by their

goals. Goals are inferred by matching the plans against a database of 662 established

plans, by computing the conceptual similarity between the goals and components

from each plan.

Julius can offer a solution to Romulus’s main problem by extending domain-

coverage by using a plan representation that is easy to acquire. The system does the

following:

1. Parses the user’s calendar entry and retrieve a similar plan;

2. Infers the goals of that plan;

3. Retrieves alternative plans for the given goals;

4. Recognizes and, when possible, execute actions in the plan.
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The next chapter (4) describes the goal inference process in more detail.

3.1 Framing the problems

The planning problems addressed by Julius can be cast within case-based reasoning

(CBR) framework. CBR systems involve a cycle of case retrieval, reuse, revision, and

retention [21]. The problems faced by EventMinder include plan retrieval from

both natural language statements and goals, and plan execution when the system

can recognize opportunities to execute actions.

One of the defining characteristics of CBR is that plans/cases can contain repre-

sentations and knowledge that is specific to only the current case, so that each case

can have its own representations and knowledge. In an unconstrained problem like

event planning, it appeared necessary to partition the problem-solving space into sep-

arate parameterized plans, each with their own problem type, defined by the specific

knowledge they involve. The knowledge at the plan-level (i.e., the specific kinds of

restaurants you go to for lunch) should be tailored to the individual user and learned

from observation, while the commonsense mappings between goals and general plans

(i.e., that you eat a meal around noon, possibly at a restaurant) is culturally defined

and thus accessible from a shared body of commonsense knowledge. This is reflected

by the two complementary architectures of Romulus and Julius.

This is consistent with the notion of hierarchical planning, where plans are con-

structed at varying granularities, solving the problem by first constructing a vague

plan and then gradually filling in specific details. This is not done only for efficiency

reasons; in many cases it is necessary to postpone the details until later in the plan’s

execution. For example, although a plan of dining at a restaurant may involve the

event “sit down at your table,” this sub-goal should be left vague until you known

which table you will be sitting at—a piece of information that you will not know until

you are at the restaurant [10].
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3.1.1 Representing Plans in English

The plan library is comprised of a collection of plans in English sentences1. The

decision to use natural language as the knowledge representation comes from many

motivations: they are easy to author and can be collected from volunteers [35, 34, 2];

they are understandable by people; and, perhaps most importantly, the technical

challenges presented by using natural language intersect with a number of research

communities—providing a large foundation to build upon and a large group to benefit

from contributions. This plan representation and its justifications are similar to the

commonsense narratives use by Singh [33], which were ultimately to be constructed

automatically from English statements.

The plans begin as a collection of short plans consisting of English activity prepo-

sitions (e.g., “travel to the airport”, “have lunch with colleagues”), typically with an

activity verb that can take an argument, a direct object or indirect object [17]. These

were derived from two corpora: 272 plans derived from OMCS and a smaller hand-

crafted ETS library of 23 plans.

The activity phrases of each plan had two types of interrelationships to specify

action orderings and part-of relationships. Analogous to objects having sub-parts

arranged in space, plans have sub-plans arranged in time [41]. This is reflected in the

assertions by the PartOf(x, y) relationship (where PartOf(x, y)⇔ HasA(y, x)). If

a plan is not a part of any other plan, it is considered a “root plan.” All root plans

have been decomposed into flat plan structures by expanding all of its HasA(x, ∗)
until a flat list of sub-plans has been produced. Combining both OMCS and ETS,

results in COMET2, a library of 295 plans with an average of 13 steps per plan.

Examples from these plan sets can be found in Appendix B.

3.2 Retrieving Plans by Generalized Predicate-Argument Struc-

ture

The goal here is to retrieve plans from an English assertion. This task is simplified

because our plans are already represented in English; however, some generalization is

1 All resources used in this thesis can be obtained from http://web.media.mit.edu/~dustin/

eventminder/
2 COMET ⊆ OMCS ∪ ETS −OMCS ∩ ETS
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still required.

I use background lexical-semantic knowledge from WordNet and VerbNet

to generalize the predicate-argument structure and retrieve plans. First, I present a

survey of lexical-semantic resources and how they may be used to construct repre-

sentations from English propositions, such as those in each step from each plan in

COMET.

3.2.1 Background: The Lexical-Semantics of Events

Verbs play a large role in determining the semantic (and possibly syntactic) organiza-

tion of a sentence; and, because verbs typically describe changes, they are associated

with the semantics of actions and events3. The predicate of a sentence includes a

verb phrase, that makes some true/false statement about the sentence’s subject and

objects, called its arguments. So the sentence “John threw the ball to Bill” would

have throw as the predicate. Similarly to the logical notion of predicate:

throw(John, ball, Bill)

Predicate-argument extraction involves identifying the predicates and their

arguments of a sentence. Semantic role labeling is the task of 1) finding the

frame for the sentence’s predicates, 2) for each slot type for each predicate, find

the corresponding slot values (arguments) in the sentence. The type of frames and

slots are specified by the underlying semantic theory. This task has recently been

automated through advances in computational linguistics [11] and the availability of

lexical-semantic lexicons [15, 20, 9, 14], some of which specify predicate-argument

relationships for a lexical-semantic theory. Here, for example, is a sentence that has

its slot names annotated according to FrameNet:

Semantic frames and their slot types are typically much more general than their

corresponding predicates and arguments; and, there is no consensus on the types of

slot names for each language (assuming that similar knowledge structures and word-

concept mappings exist between same-language subjects in the first place). Compet-

ing theories are rampant, as Gildea et al [11] explain:

3 Actions ⊂ Events. Though similar, an action involves an actor, or doer; an event is a more general class
of situational changes.
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Figure 3-1: Annotating a short sentence with FrameNet’s slot names. Image taken from
Erk and Padó 2007 [8].

“At the specific end of the spectrum are domain-specific...or verb-specific

[slot] roles such as eater and eaten for the verb eat. The opposite end of

the spectrum consists of theories with only two “proto-roles” or “macro-

roles”: Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient (Van Valin 1993; Dowty

1991). In between lie many theories with approximately 10 roles, such

as Fillmore’s (1971) list of nine: Agent, Experiencer, Instrument,

Object, Source, Goal, Location, Time, and Path.”

To the computer scientist, slot names could be thought of as data types and the

analogous relationship for predicate-argument is frame-slot name. To stay consistent

in terminology, I will stay with the frame/slot terminology used earlier in the thesis.

These semantic frames already correspond to events, so we can easily connect event

to plan. Making this association, the question of “at what abstraction level should

plans be represented?” from 2.2.2 is the same question as “at what abstraction level

should semantic frames be represented?”

There are four English verb lexicons: VerbNet [15], FrameNet [20], Word-

Net [9] and PropBank [14]. Each of these has a different approach to verb classifi-

cation, and thus each will have different ontological commitments [6] to the underly-

ing event representation. Ultimately all resources, except FrameNet, were used in

Julius.

WordNet

Fellbaum and Miller’s WordNet [9] project is a machine-readable dictionary that

categorizes words by part-of-speech and sub-divides them further into synsets (short

for “synonym sets”), such that words and synsets have a many-to-many mapping.
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There are several denotational relationships between words (e.g., antonyms) and

synsets (e.g., subsumers, a semantic taxonomy that supports conceptual inheritance).

Unfortunately, WordNet has the tendency to partition words into seemingly ar-

bitrary synsets, even when they have similar meanings and may share underlying

knowledge structures. For example, WordNet makes a distinction between the word

“head” as the top of something, the leader of an organization, and 30 other senses

of the word’s noun form, even though they are conceptual related—problematically

giving equivalent treatment to both disjoint homonyms and semantically overlapping

word senses such as polynyms [18].4 To get a flavor of its complexity, WordNet has

44 different senses of the verb “give” and 11 senses of “book” nouns. WordNet does

not contain relationships between verbs and arguments; however, it has the largest

coverage of the English language with 11,448 verbs as of version 3.0, with each verb

having an average of 2.1 senses.

FrameNet

The FrameNet project [20] was constructed around Charles Fillmore’s linguistic

theory of frame semantics. Frame semantics suggests that predicates and other com-

ponents of speech reference prototypical frame situation representations. Here is an

example sentence that has been annotated by FrameNet using the Shalmaneser

shallow-semantic parsing toolchain [8]:

As of this thesis’ publication, the authors of the FrameNet project have defined

887 semantic frames, with 4,547 completed lexical units (e.g., words) and twice that

counting nearly-completed annotations of lexical units. FrameNet is a linguistic

and cognitive theory at once, forcing the annotators to make distinctions between

similarities in meaning versus similarities in syntactic expression.

PropBank

PropBank [14] is an extension of the one-million word Penn TreeBank WSJ corpus

where its verbs and their arguments have been hand annotated according to Levin’s

4 The meaning of lexical units (i.e., words) depend heavily on background knowledge and the context in
which they originated. In fact, many lexical units have several distinct meanings: a property known
as homonymy (e.g., brown bear ; to bear), or different but related meanings, a more common property,
polysemy (e.g., financial bank ; I wouldn’t bank on it).
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Figure 3-2: The statement “leave the party” after shallow semantic parsing into
FrameNet’s frame semantics.

diathetically alternated verb classes [16]. In 1993, Beth Levin categorized 3,104 verbs

according to the ways they can be syntactically expressed. Verbs not only define

the predicates that are involved with the sentence, but govern the generation of

a valid sentence. Levin’s technique, known as diathetical alternation, involves

transforming verb-argument examples into “meaning preserving” sentence templates,

called syntactic frames, to contrast those which result in well-formed sentences from

those that do not.

While FrameNet conflated syntactic and semantic similarity into the role of the

frame, the practice of labeling verbs by their correct syntactic frames can be more

clearly defined—at least when it is easy to recognize an ungrammatical sentence

(donning the sentence with the conventional asterisk (*) prefix). For example, the

two verbs hit and break, despite having similar core arguments (Agent, Target

and Instrument) and meanings, can use different syntactic frames:

1. (a) Joan broke the mailbox with her car.
(b) The mailbox broke.

2. (a) Joan hit the mailbox with her car.
(b) *The mailbox hit.

Figure 3-3: An example of diathetical alternation, the “causative/inchoative alternation,”
where in this transformation direct object becomes the subject of the transitive verb.

The fundamental underlying assumption to this approach is that patterns of syntactic

expressions reflect the underlying semantic organization, and knowing the syntactic

organization will help to understand the semantic. Levin compared the verbs using
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79 alternations, which laid the foundation for clustering verbs by their asterisks to

produce an arrangement of verb groupings. Levin clustered them into a two-tiered

category structure: first, groups of verbs were formed with the same syntactic frames

and then these were put into larger groups by their semantic similarity. For exam-

ple:

Verbs of change of possession
Give verbs: feed, give, lease, lend, loan, pass, pay, peddle, refund, tender, rent...
Contribute verbs: administer, contribute, disburse, donate, extend, forfeit, proffer...
Verbs of removing
Remove verbs: abstract, cull, delete, discharge, disgorge, dislodge, dismiss, disengage...
Banish verbs: banish, deport, evacuate, expel, extradite, recall, remove

Table 3.1: Examples from Levin’s two-tier verb classification [16].

PropBank annotates the location of the verb’s arguments in a sentence and

each argument’s general type; adapting an annotation scheme where arguments are

consistent within each verb sense. This makes the corpus an ideal resource for training

and evaluating computational linguistic tools [1]. Arguments are annotated Arg0,

Arg1...ArgN for each verb sense, and a variety of adjunct tags (ArgM-TMP spec-

ifies the time, ArgM-LOC the location, ArgM-DIR the direction, & cetera) can

be used to supplement any predicate. Apart from the adjuncts, the argument labels

are inconsistent across verbs: Arg0 is 85% the agent, 7% the experiencer, 2% the

theme, and so on [19], as PropBank remains neutral to any underlying semantic

theory.

VerbNet

Designed to improve upon WordNet’s treatment of verb polysemy and some of

the problems with Levin’s classes, VerbNet [15] was constructed as a corpus of

cross-categorized Levin classes and annotated argument roles.

A problem with the 3,104 verbs that Levin classified is that some appeared to be

members of multiple classes, resulting in 4,194 verb-class pairings [4]. This supports

the conclusion that there are separate syntactic and semantic frames at work (con-

firming an early speculation of Minsky [24]), so that verb-classes and verb-meanings

may have a many-to-many relationship. The authors of VerbNet [15] dealt with

these overlapping verb classes by introducing intersective Levin classes [4] permit-
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ting verbs to be cross-categorized (reference many semantic frames), where they can

sometimes be disambiguated by the type of syntactic frame they appear within.

Hear Dang et al contrast VerbNet [4] to WordNet:

“Whereas each WordNet synset is hierarchically organized according to

only one [implicit] aspect [chosen by the annotator], Levin recognizes that

verbs in a class may share many different semantic features, without des-

ignating one as primary.”

VerbNet associates the arguments with one of 41 thematic roles, such as Ac-

tor, Agent, Instrument, Location, and provides a mapping from verbs to

WordNet synsets, although there are often many synsets for each verb class.

A Comparison of FrameNet, PropBank and VerbNet

Each of these resources has their strengths and shortcomings. When given the sen-

tence “lunch with Larry”, each of the lexicons provides different descriptions of the slot

names for the various types of arguments. This is tricky, because the meaning of noun

“lunch” implicitly refers to the predicates eat(lunchFOOD) or have(lunchEV ENT ).

Listed are the core arguments for the corresponding semantic frame for each re-

source:

VerbNet Lunch would be classified into verb class dine-39.5 along with banquet,

breakfast, brunch, dine, feast, graze, luncheon, nosh, picnic, snack, sup.

1. Agent Something that is animate [Self,Larry]

2. Patient Something that is comestible [Lunch]

FrameNet Lunch belongs to the Ingestion frame along with breakfast, consume,

devour, dine, down, drink, at, feast, feed, gobble, gulp, gulp, guzzle, have, imbibe,

ingest, lap, lunch, munch, nibble, nosh, nurse, put away, put back, quaff, sip,

sip, slurp, slurp, snack, sup, swig, swig, swill, tuck.

1. Ingestibles: entities being consumed by Ingestor [Lunch]

2. Ingestor: The person eating, drinking or smoking [Self,Larry]

PropBank Lunch belongs to the dine.02 roleset, describing the “dine out” predi-

cate.
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1. Arg0: An eater or diner [Self,Larry]

PropBank was the only resource that recognized that a sense of lunch denotes

an event; the other two resources considered it to mean the activity of eating (e.g.,

Larry lunched on some Vegemite.). This is not a serious mistake, because one activity

of a lunch plan includes the activity of eating, and this could be thought of as a type

of meronymy, where an event is described by one of its parts. Another example would

be “eat a steak” for the plans “have a dinner at a steakhouse” or “cook and eat a

steak for dinner.”

3.3 Retrieving Plans

How are plans retrieved to solve problems? This question was raised earlier in 2.2.1

in the catfish example. In Romulus plan retrieval was not a problem: there was

only one type of “plan” representation5, the slot-filler object, that was ever retrieved.

The problems with this approach were evident; namely, the model was not flexible to

apply to a wide range of situations.

If both models can coexist, why do they have different goal representations? The

categories of goals are at different resolutions of detail: Romulus represents plan

level goals that could be thought of as sub-goals from within a larger plan (e.g., “save

money”, “eat seafood”). Julius, on the other hand, represents much more general

goals. In a full cognitive architecture, it is likely that these would be integrated.

3.3.1 Retrieving Plans

Julius uses two ways to retrieve plans: by words and by goals.

The first approach takes the user’s calendar entry, parses the semantic compo-

nents and retrieves plans that match in those components. This is simplified because

the plans are already expressed in natural language, but sometimes the predicates

or arguments must be generalized. If a text match of the plan yields results, those

plans should be used. However, if for example there are no plans that describe brunch

in the corpus, “have brunch” should most similarly match plans for eating lunch or

5 I hesitate to label it as such, because it did not explicitly represent actions.
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dinner. This can be done by looking up the predicate’s VerbNet role and matching

plans which have that argument.

The predicate is sometimes not enough to match a plan. If no plans match the

generalized predicate, then plans are retrieved by a search for the arguments. If

multiple plans match the generalize predicate, the arguments can be used to filter

the possible plans. If both match, we are faced with questions like: Is a lunch with

a client more similar to a “dinner with client”, “lunch with friend” plan? Instead of

attempting to answer this question, in these cases, I would present the user with a

list of options.

The Given an input sentence, this is achieved by the following procedure that gen-

eralizes the predicate and arguments and searching, with a back-off technique:

1. Annotating the slot names of the sentence, yielding a verb, v, and arguments

A = ai...an

2. Search for plans that are described by verb v and arguments A.

3. If no plans are found, generalize the verb into its VerbNet verb class, and

search for plans.

4. If no plans are found and |A| ≥ 1, remove an from A, and search for plans that

are described by verb v and arguments A.

This algorithm is first applied to root plans only, and, if no plans are found, this

constraint is removed and plans can be retrieved by their parts.

3.4 Finding alternative plans based on original goals

In classical planning, it is common to retrieve plans by the sorts of goals they are

capable of achieving. However, because our goals are represented in natural language,

we must first infer the goals from the natural language statements in order to do

this.

Finding alternative plans based on the original plan’s goals is a two-step process.

First, goals must be inferred from the original plan. Secondly, a mechanism must

retrieve other plans that match those same goals.
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What kind of things are goals? Goals are the end states in which the problem has

been solved. Goals can differ as to level of detail. For example, a plan to dine out

may include the goals “save money, eat spicy food” and other types of goals that

are related to the problem. On the other hand, more general goals like “eat” and

“entertain” may be satisfied by other alternative plans.

In order to suggest alternative plans, we need a diverse library of common plans

and a way to connect these to the goals. Using the COMET plan dataset, I was able

to compute similarities using SVD.

This problem is the central focus of the thesis. The next two chapters (Chapter

4 and 5) are devoted to explaining and evaluating my approach.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Material

A.1 The Need for Background Knowledge

In the scenario in section 1.2, the decisions made by EventMinder the assistant

brought a lot of knowledge to bear. Here is a description of some of the types of

knowledge involved:

Knowledge about the user’s goals. The user scheduled the event to accommo-

date some goals; what are they?

Knowledge about common plans What types of plans should we consider: from

the ambitious and vague (i.e., “entertain guests”) to common minutiae (i.e.,

“pick up the cellphone”)? How many common events should we represent? How

should we represent them and what questions do we need events to answer?

Knowledge about taxonomic instances. How do we move from general knowl-

edge, for example that lunches often take place at restaurants, to knowledge

of specific nearby restaurants? Is this knowledge stored locally or acquired as

needed (e.g., through a web service)?

Knowledge about ways to fail. Any intelligent system should anticipate mistakes

and should possess negative expertise (a term coined by Minsky [25]): ways to

detect and correct common mistakes [36, 26]. Without a taxonomy of common

errors, the system would have to learn quickly from its mistakes—or detect

mistakes before they happen; and, users will be repelled from a system that
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does not learn from one or a very few mistakes. A reflective system is one that

can identify the type of mistake and then select and engage the appropriate

learning mechanism.

Knowledge about natural language Lexical-semantic knowledge, or some simi-

larly powerful communication medium, is necessary for converting representa-

tions into something that can be understood by people. Particularly when the

plans are theirs!

A.2 The Roles of Goals in Problem Solving

The concept of a goal is useful for thinking about sophisticated problem solving sys-

tems. Here are several reasons why. The axes along which these categories were

drawn does not distinguish between the system’s particular implementation (hu-

man/machine) or, in the case of software, its creator’s engineering objectives (cogni-

tive architecture/application):

Planning. In planning, goals allow the problem to be represented independently from

the particular means of achieving a solution. The classical planning formalism is:

given a situation and goal state, find a sequence of actions to move between the

states. An alternative formulation of goals is as a sequence of changes, veering

away from the start state. Goals are useful here for retrieving pre-constructed

plans (known as plan retrieval) and plan recognition. Plan selection equally

involves the situation and the goal state descriptions, where the task is to select

an operator that has preconditions that match the (sub-)situation and effects

that result in the (sub-)goal. Plan recognition is the opposite of planning, where

the actions are known, and the inference problem is finding the possible plans

and goals of those actions.

Categorization. In order for plans to be re-used, they must be generalized so they

can work in new situations. Plans that are re-used must be tailored to the new

situation, a procedure called plan adaptation. This process replaces the spe-

cific representations in the original plan with more abstract descriptions that

may extend to new instances. Commonly re-used plans, known as scripts or

schemas, can be represented as structures that have slots or equivalently, accept

parameters. Causal relationships between elements of these scripts specify de-
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pendencies between category members or the agent’s active goals. For instance,

in the context of a transportation problem, a taxi can be seen as a member of

either ”expensive” or ”fast” categories, depending on the agent’s current goals.

Central control. If all of intelligent behavior is centered around problem solving,

what determines the problems that should be solved? Goals. What are the

highest-level goals and where do they come from? Of course in animals, many

of these many of these come pre-installed by natural selection (e.g., what Dan

Dennett calls the 4-fs: fight, flee, feed, and mate), and in humans they can

be developed through social relationships (privileged relationship roles, what

Marvin Minsky calls Imprimers.).

Profiling. Intelligent problem solvers must be able to accomplish multiple goals de-

spite many limitations. For instance, embodied agents must solve problems

sequentially and must heed to their bodies demands and those of nature. Simul-

taneous goals that use the same resources must be scheduled and postponed,

and conflicts between goals should be resolved to avoid irony. Computer pro-

grams that assist humans in general domains (like event planning) by learning

the person’s preferences, will need to capture multiple caricatures of the user in

a variety of situations to deal with their changing active goals, or intentions.

A.3 The problem of underspecification

People communicate efficiently by assuming shared context and background world-

knowledge to compress the verbal messages we impart. Take for example the com-

monsense assertion: “females have long hair.” A lot of details are left implicit:

• Females: What kind of females? Zebras, ducks and boats? No, human females.

Babies? No, adult human females. At MIT? In Soviet Russia?

• Hair: Facial hair? Underarm hair? No, hair on their heads!

• Long: How long is long? Longer than what? Presumably, the hair on the heads

of adult male humans.
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One problem with this sentence is that it is under-specified1; the sentence assumes

a shared-context to parse its intended meaning. An open research problem is to

develop a way to automatically expand the context to produce longer statements

like: “adult female humans have longer hair on their heads than adult male humans

in America on planet Earth in the later 20th century.” Doing this requires parsing

the sentences and resolving semantic ambiguities using many sources of background

knowledge.

1 This underspecification problem is different from the over-generalization problem, where assertions are
generally true but have a few exceptions (not all females have long hair), which suggests that default
assumptions must be treated as tentative. The first problem is mostly a communication problem, while
the second is a problem of maintaining internal consistency among descriptions of particular instances.
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Appendix B

Accompanying Data

Listed are a few examples from each data set. COMET is a concatenation

of OMCS and ETS. All data can be retrieved from http://web.media.mit.edu/

~dustin/eventminder/.

B.1 OMCS Plan Set

Four plans from the OMCS plan set:

GO TO A MOVIE

buy a movie ticket

buy popcorn

buy the tickets

call a friend to see if they want to go

decide which movie appeals to you

decide which movie you want to see

eat popcorn

go home afterwards

go to the bathroom

unzip your pants

wash your hands

leave

leave home
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leave the house

leave the movie theater

leave the movie theatre

leave the theater

look at the movie listings to see what movies are playing

select a movie

walk out of the theater

watch the credits

PLAY SOCCER

celebrate if you won

congratulate the other team

flip a coin

get dressed properly

go the field and find out the game plan

jog

join a team

kick the ball

swing your leg backward

leave the field

loose your head

put away the ball

realize that you should call it football

shower

swap shirts

take off your shoes

walk home

walk off the field

BUY CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

burn them

carry them to a car

cash your Christmas Club Check

decide what to buy
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get in line

give them to people

have a budget

make a budget

make a Christmas list

make a list

pay for them

pay off your credit cards

think about what your friends like

transport them home

wrap them

wrap them in wrapping paper and put them under the tree

wrap the presents

SHOP

compare different products

consume

decide what purchases you want to make

drive to the store

enter a shop

examine goods available for purchase

find somewhere to shop

get money

go to the mall

go to the store

look around

pay for the goods you are purchasing

pay for the items

pay for the things you bought

pay for your purchases

paying

search for item

take your shopping home

try on clothes
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B.2 ETS Plan Set

Four plans from the Event Test Set:

DINNER AT YOUR HOME WITH FRIENDS

invite your friends to your house

cook a big meal

eat the food

talk with your friends

LUNCH AT CHEAP RESTAURANT WITH COLLEAGUES

find a cheap nearby restaurant

get directions to the restaurant

walk to the restaurant

order your meal

eat your meal

talk to your colleagues

pay for your meal

return to the office

LUNCH AT CHEAP RESTAURANT WITH COLLEAGUES

find a cheap nearby restaurant

get directions to the restaurant

take the subway to the restaurant

order your meal

eat your meal

talk to your colleagues

pay for your meal

return to the office

MEETING WITH A CLIENT

reserve a room at the time of the meeting

invite clients to the room

go to the room
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talk with the clients

DEMO FOR SPONSORS

find out the location of the meeting

find out the time of the meeting

go to the demo

give your presentation

DINNER AT A STEAKHOUSE WITH YOUR FAMILY

find a steakhouse

go to the steakhouse

eat a dinner

return to home

B.3 Example Goal Annotation

SLEEP

rest

sleep

go to bed

go to sleep

relax

be sleeping the night before

stay in bed

RUN TWENTY-SIX MILES

exercise

you could go for a jog

run a marathon

play sports

go running
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playing football

are competing

GO OUTSIDE FOR AN EVENING

you could go for a jog

go for a walk

go running

have clothes to clean

take a walk

go for a drive

go outside for an evening

go to the laundromat

walk

WATCH A MOVIE

read a newspaper

you’re watching a movie

read a book

go to a movie

see the movie

go to a play

watching television

see your favorite show

watch a musician perform

watch TV

use a television

enjoy the film

listen to some music

use your vcr

watch a television show

go to a sporting event

see a particular program

BE INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT
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kill

buy a house

go to work

know if you’re healthy

have a physical exam

BUY A BEER

wait on-line

a shop

buy him a present

not buy hamburgers

ATTEND A LECTURE

read a newspaper

read a book

study your subject

study

examine

visit a museum

go to school

learn about a subject

PLEASE YOUR PARENTS

propose to a woman

a party

surprise someone

give gifts

please your parents

COMFORT A FRIEND

talk
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kiss someone

communicate

are helpful

TAKE FINALS

pass a course

go to school

get good grades

pass the class

GO TO AN OPERA

go to a movie

go to a play

watch a musician perform

go to a concert

go to a sporting event

see the band

enjoy the film

WIN A BASEBALL GAME

play

play sports

run a marathon

have a game to play

are competing

win the baseball game

LEARN SOMETHING NEW

learn how

read a newspaper

study

examine
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learn about a subject

study your subject

learn new things

learn about science

find information

EAT LUNCH

eat it

eat lunch

eat your breakfast

have something to do during lunch

eat dinner

food

bring home some fish

not buy hamburgers

cook dinner

go to a restaurant

maintain good health

make sure you are healthy

buy fresh fruits and vegetables

eat an apple

WRITE A PROGRAM

remember

programs

working

add each number

a computer program

calculate things quickly
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